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Abstract-In this paper we studydifferentialdetection of binary
differentialphaseshift
keyed (DPSK) signals with several impairments typical in satellite communication systems. In pariicjlar; the
bit error rate is determined for bit timing error and frequency offset
error at the receiver. The effectofahard-limiting,band-limited
repeater is also considered. The differential detector performance is
determined for both conventional DPSK signals (wiih 0 and TI phase
n/2 and
~ / phase
2
shifts) and symmetrical DPSK signals (with
shifts). With symmetrical DPSK, adjacent bit signals are orthogonal
rather than either in or out of phase. Therefore, with intersymbol
interference, the error rates for all bits are equal and the average bit
error rate is less with symmetrical DPSK, as shown in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D

IFFERENTIAL phase shift keying (DPSK).with differential detection is often used in systems where carrier phase
trackingisundesirable.Insuchsystems,becausethecarrier
phase is nottracked,carrierfrequencyuncertaintymaybe
present at the receiver. Also, when bit timing
is derived from
the signal,theremaybetimingerroratthereceiver.Frequencyandtimingerrorsplussignaldistortioncausedbya
repeater(whenpresent)degradetheperformance
of the
differential detector.
Previous studies have analyzed differential deiection of the
conventional binary DPSK signal (with 0 and 180 phase,shifts
wit.h respect to the previous bit) with timing error
[ 11, frequency offset [ 21 , [ 3 ] , a n d a repeater [ 41 -[ 7 1. The effect
of the intersymbol interference has been extensively analyzed
of phase error (which is
(e.g., [ 8 ] -[ 11 I ) , as has the effect
closelyrelated tofrequencyoffset)
(e.g., [ 9 1 , [121). These
studies were all primarily concerned with, conventional binary
DPSK. For conventional DPSK with intersymbol interference
(caused by the repeater’s filters or timing error at the receiver)
“0.”
thebiterrorprobability
is differentforthedatabits
and “1” because of thelack of symmetry of ghaseshifts
[ 11. That is, with a 0 phase shift
for these bits, as noted in
(for a “O”), intersymbol interferenze from adjacent bits
will
have noeffect,whilewitha,180phaseshift(fora
“l”),
the effect will be maximum. The difference in bit error probabilitiesisundesirableandcomplicatesthedesign
of error
correcting codes. However, except for [I,], which deals with
timing error only, the difference
in t h e “0” and “1” data bit
errorprobabilitiesdue
to intersymbolinterferencehasnot
been previously Studied.
Asymmetricalform
of binary DPSKuses
+90° phase
[ 13, p . 3401.Sincethesignal
shiftsfordatamodulation
is stilj binary DPSK, the bit error rate with differential detection is identical with that for donventional DPSK in the ideal

case.However,withimpairmentsthe,
bit errorrateforthe
two modulation techniques will differ. Because adjacent bit
signalvectorsarealwaysorthogonalwiththesymmetrical
modulation method, all bits have equal error rates. Furtheris
more,asshowninthispaper,the,averagebiterrorrate
lower.
In this. paper we analyze djfferential detection of conventionalDPSK (wit; 0 and 180 phase shifts) and symmetrical
DPSK (with +90 phaseshifts)withfrequencyoffsetand
intersymbol interference at the receiver.We study the unequal
error rates for “0” and “ I ” data bits with conventional DPSK
and compare the results to symmetrical DPSK. The detector
bit error rate iscalculatedassumingadditivewhiteGaussian
noise at the receiver. The sources of intersymbol interference
consideredaretimingerrorand
a hard-limited.,band-limited
repeater.Resultsshowthatwiththeseimpair,ments,the
bit
error rate is significantly lower,with symmetrical DPSK.
In Section I1 we describe the modulation techniques and
show
how
symmetrical
DPSK
can
be
implemented.
The
111. Ageneral
differentialdetector
is describedinSection
equation for the bit error rate
is given for differential detection with impairments. The error rate with frequency offset
andtimingerror
is studied in Section IV. InSection V w e
discuss the effect of a hard-limiting, band-limited repeater.

11. MODULATIONTECHNIQUE
ThissectiondescribestheconventionalandsymmetricalDPSK signals and discusses the implementation of themodulator for these signals. At the transmitter, the DPSK signal can
be written as
S ( t ) = B sin (mot

+ a(t))

where E is anamplitudeconstant,
00 is thecarrierradian
For
frequency,and ~ ( t is) tliemessagecarryingwaveform.
t h e m t h bit interval of duration Tb seconds (i.e., (m - 1)Tb
t < inTb), the message carrying waveformis given by

<

a(t) = am = am- 1

+ 7r/26,

(2)

where for conventional DPSK

s,2

0,

whenthernthdatabit

is a “0”

2,

whenthemthdatabit

is a “1”

and for symmetricalDPSK

6,2

-1,

whenthernthdatabit

isa “0”

(4)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the DPSK signal generation circuitxy. The switch
positiondeterinineswhethersymmetricalorconventional
DPSK
signals are generated.
achievedby a ,-go” phaseshiftanda“1”bya
90” phase
shift, with respect to the preceding bit interval.
DPSK
Fig.1showsawaytoimplementthesymmetrical
modulationtechnique.Whentheswitch
is inposition (F),
a“1”databitaddsone(modulo4)tothephasebits.(In
Fig.1; A a n d A arethemostsignificantandleast
significant phase bits, respectively.) Similarly, a
“0” data bit adds
so that
three to the phase bits. Logic changes the phase bits
for each addition of one to the2e bits, the quadriphase modulator output is advanced by 90 , achieving the desired results.
Notethatthecifcuitrycan
easily be. modified togenerate
A 2 to 0 [switch
position
conventional DPSK bysetting
( 2 ) l . Inthisconfiguration‘thedatabit“1”causes
a 180’
phase shift and a .“O” no phase shift. Of course, only a biphase
modulator is required in this case.

The differential detector analyzed in this paper. The detector
is the optimum Mary DPSK receiver.

processinganddecisiondevices.Thereceiverrulesaredescribed below. Note that the detector
of Fig. 2 can be used
fordifferentialdetection
of anyM-ary DPSK signalsimply
by changing the receiverrule.,
We will firstconsiderthereceiverrulefordifferential
detection ofa cpnventional DPSK signal. In the decision circuitrythemagnitude
of t h e anglebetween,?,
- l and F,,,
defined in the interval I O , n), i . e . , the phase difference., is comparedwithadecisionangle
todeterminethereceivedbit.
‘‘0’2’ a n d
For ideal differential detection with equiprobable
“1’s” inthepresenceofwhiteGaussiannoise;thedecision
afigle is n/2 rad. Therefore, the decision .device employs the
sign of the dot product of the two vectors, and the receiver
rule is

“0” transmitted

(6)

111. DIFFERENTIALDETECTION

This section presents a generaldisc,ussion of the differential
detectoratthe
receiver. We firstdescribethedifferential
detectorstudied in thispaperandcompareit
to otherdifferential detector types. A general formula is then presented
forthedetectorbiterrorprobabilitywithadditivewhite
Gaussian noise.
Fig. 2 shows thedifferentialdetectoranalyzedinthis
paper. The received signal z ( t ) , consisting of t h e DPSK signal
~ ( t and
) noise II(t), is split into quadrature baseband components.Tliesecomponentsarethenintegratedtogenerate
the bit signal vector components, The mth bit signal vector
is, therefore, given by

-z,

-

=exmax

+ e r , a ;-

and

Next,we
wiIl considerthereceiverrulefordifferential
detection of asymmetrical
DPSK signal. Ifi thedecision
circuitry
the
angle
between
and ?m defined
in
the
interval [-n, n) is comparedwiththe,decisionangletodetermine the received bit. For ideal differential detection with
equiprobable “O’s’.’ and “1’s” in the presence of white Gaussian noise this decision angle
is. 0 rad. Therefore, the decision
deviceuses t h e sign of the vector cross product of the two
vectors. The receiver rule is

z,

e ~ ( m - l )Yrn

-e

.‘

y ( m - 1jexm

> 0,

“1” transmitted

(8)

where i i x and iiy are unit vectors defining a rectangular coordiand
nate frame,’ and
e x , . a n d eYm are the coefficients of these
vectors,asshowninFig.
2. Thus,thephaseof
is the
arctangent of the ratio of the bit
signal vector components.
Theprocessinganddecisiondevicesusethesecoefficients
The differential detector shown in .Fig. 2
is of the same
(i.e., the signalvectorphase)
todeterminethedatabits.
form as that shown in [ 14, p. 2461. As noted in [14], when
Thedifferentialdetectorsforconventionalandsymmetrical
the channel phase characteristic
is constant for 2Tb seconds,
DPSK differonlyinthereceiverruleimplementedinthe
this receiver “can be shown to be the optimum
a posteriori
probability
computing
receiver
of
differentially
encoded,
1 Note that complex notation could be used, but it seems easier to
Signals.”However,
thedifferenvisualize the effect of tirnjlig error and frequency offset withthe signal equiprobable,equalenergy
tial detector is often of another form, i.e., that shown in Fig.
vector concept.

z,
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DELAY

Fig. 3. A second possible implementation of the differential detector.
This narrow-band IF-sampling detector is suboptimum because of
intersymbol interferencecayed by the filters.
3.Withthisdesign,intersymbolinterferenceandsignalattenuation caused by the bandpass filter (which degrades the
performancebyatleast1.0dB
[ 151)mustbeconsidered.
However,becausesuchfiltereffectshavebeenneglected
in
mostanalyses,formulasderivedforthedetector
of Fig. 3
canusuallybeusedwiththedetector
of Fig. 2 . Therefore,
2,
intheanalysistofollowwestudythedetectorofFig.
but also consider equations derived for the detector of Fig, 3.
From [ 13, p. 3221 an equation can be obtained for the
averagebiterrorprobabilityfordifferentialdetectionwith
additive
Gaussian
nsise.
First,
though,
several
definitions
S, b e t h e m t h b i t received signal vector
must be given. Let
withoutnoise.Then,we
willdefinethernthbitreceived
signal vector length as

The error in the phase shift at the rnth bit (due, for example,
tointersymbolinterferenceorfrequencyerror)willbedefined as
AGe 6
-U,-1
--/2S,.
1) (1

L
S
,

Note that for ideal (i.e., no intersymbol interference
quency uncertainty) differential detection,

or fre-

lent to (14) (although they are somewhat more complicated)
[ 19, eq. (74)1, [ 12, eq. (7)1, and [8, eq.
arealsogivenby
(22)l.
With the above equations, the bit error rate with additive
white Gaussian noise can be determined from the signal vectors without noise. Thus, in the following sections the
signal
vectors with each impairment are determined, and then the
bit error rate with noiseis computed.

IV. FREQUENCY
OFFSET AND TIMING ERROREFFECTS
To determinethesignalvectorswithfrequencyoffset
andtimingerror,wewillmakethefollowingassumptions.
First,thecarrierfrequency
is assumedtobemuchgreater
than the data rate,i.e.,
Wo

> 2lT/Tb.

Second, the phase shift per bit interval due t: ffequency offset at the receiver is assumed t o b e less than 90 , i.e.,

AUT,

< TI12

(13)

where Eb is the energy per bit. For
given signal vectors and
additive white Gaussian noise, the detector average bit error
probabilitycannowbedetermined(seeAppendixA)tobe
given by

where

and N o is the single-sided noise power spectral density. Equation (14) holds for

lA@eI <
.;

71

(1 8 )

+ CY,
- sgn ( e ) ;
6,
-

Bit error probability equations that are numerically equiva-

(20?

where A o is the difference in frequency between the received
signalandthereceiverlocaloscillator.Third,thefrequency
offset and bit timing error e are assumed to vary slowly with
respect to the data rate. The first assumption will,
of course,
holdinsatellitecommunicationsystems.Becausethebit
error rate increoases drastically as the phase shift per bit interval
approaches 90 , the second assumption will also hold in most
systems of interest. With respect to the third assumption, the
dynamics of a satellite communication system allow only slow
variations in Aw. Furthermore, in the typical case where bit
timing is derived from the signal, timing error will, in general,
change at a rate much less than the bit rate.
Withtheaboveassumptions,thesignalvectorscanbe
computed.For
agiven
frequencyoffsetandtimingerror
magnitude less thanonebitinterval,theresultantsignal
vector for the m - 1 bit can be calculated as (see Appendix
B)

and

AGe = 0

(1 9)
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where

ha=(

h,-,,

ife>O

S,,

ife<O.

-

,, the vector equation is given by ( 2 1) with an increase
For S
in phase of A u T b , a, substituted for a , - 1 , and
r=008Tb

ife>O

S,+l,

ife<O.

The above equations can be used with
(1 0), (1 l), and (14)
to determine the bit error rate with frequency offset and timing error.
Considerfirstthecaseoffrequencyoffsetonly.In
this
case, fordifferentialdetection
of conventional DPSK t h e
AVERAGE,
[ 3 ] agreewiththose
biterrorrateresults
given i n [ 2 ] a n d
obtained using (14). It can also be shown that the bit error
of both
probability is thesamefordifferentialdetection
conventionalandsymmetrical
DPSK withfrequencyoffset
I ALL CASES, SYMMETRICAL DPSK*,-*..:
[ 121 ). It should also be noted that the
(or with phase error
bit error rate is independent of the data bits.
Considernextthecaseoftimingerroronly.Inthiscase,
the bit error probability is dependent on the data bits. From
10-6
I
I
I
I
I
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
(22) and (23), it can be seen that three data bits are needed
Eb/N,(NUMERIC)
to determine the average bit error rate from ( 1 4). Thus, there
Fig. 4. Bit error rates for “0’s” and “1’s” for differential detection Of
areeight (23) differentbitcombinationstoconsider.With
conventional and symmetrical DPSK with timing error. The error
symmetricalDPSK,adjacentbitsignalvectorsinthetransrate isseveral times greater for a “1” as compared to a “0” with
mitted signalarealwaysorthogonal.Therefore,theaverage
conventional DPSK, but is equalforbothbitswithsymmetrical
bit error rate is the same for all bits. However, with convenDPSK. Furthermore, the average error rate is less with symmetrical
tional DPSK, if the bits are “0”, adjacent bit signal vector:
DPSK.
are identical, and, if the bitsare “ I ” , adjacent bits are 180
out of phase, Therefore, with timing error the bit error rate
will be greater for a “1” than for a“0” (see Appendix C).
Fig. 4 illustratestheabovepoints.Inthisfigure,thebit
error rate is plotted versus the energy per bit to noise density
ratio with a timing error of 0.08 Tb. With conventional DPSK
the average bit error rate for a “1” is seen t o b e several times
greater than that for a “0”. Furthermore, the average bit error
rate for symmetricalDPSK is seento be somewhat
less than that
for conventional DPSK. The improvement with symmetrical
DPSK can be shown to increase with greater timing error.
The combined effect of frequency offset and timing error
is shown in Fig. 5. The bit error rate is plotted versus timing
of A o T b , with Eb/No equal to 10.
errorforseveralvalues
The results for conventional DPSK agree with the experimental results of 121. For small frequency offset and timing error,
symmetrical DPSKhasalowererrorratethanconventional
DPSK because adjacent bit signals are approximately orthogonal rather than in or out
ofphase. As thefrequencyoffset
increases,however,thephaserelationshipbetweenadjacent
bit signals changes, and the advantage
of symmetricalDPSK
is reduced. For frequency offsets greater than 0.12n(xn/8),
CONVENTIONAL DPSK
the relationships of the bit signal vectors are such [see (21)]
--- SYMMETRICALDPSK
thattimingerrorincreasestheerrorrate
of conventional
10-5
DPSK t o alesserdegree.Thus,it
is interesting to note that,
while the error rate for symmetrical
DPSK is equal to or less
thanthatforconventional
DPSK withtimingerrororfrequency offset alone, the error rate for symmetrical
DPSKis
higher with timing error and large frequency offsets. However,
10-6
0
004
0 08
012
0.16
0.18
a0.127~radianphasechangeperbitcorrespondstoavery
largefrequencyoffset.Forexample,witha
4 Mbit/sdata
NORMALIZED TIMING ERROR MAGNITUDE, k
Tb
!
rate, the frequency error must be greater than
1 MHz. Thus,
Fig. 5. Effect of timingerrorandfrequencyoffseton
the biterror
in most systems, the error rate with symmetrical
DPSKwill
rate. Conventional DPSK has a higher biterrorratethan
symbe lower than with conventional DPSK.
metrical DPSK except for large frequency offsets.
Atthereceiver,bittiming
is usuallygeneratedfromthe
received signal. For example, bit timing can be obtained using
adelay-lock loop (for coded signals), a digital-data-transition

-
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trackingloop,
or anearly-lategate
bit synchronizer [ 14,
ch. 91. With these devices, the probability distribution of the
[20] toapproachaGaussian
timingerrorhasbeenshown
distribution for large signal-to-noise ratios. Thus, the average
bit error rate is given b y

10-1

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

10-2

10-3
W

c

where Pe(e) is the averagebiterrorrateforagiventiming
error and

Le
LL

F2

LL
W

t

m

IO-^
whereand
u, arethemeanandstandarddeviation
of the
timing error, respectively.
As an example, the error rate will be determined when the
bit timing is obtained with an absolute value bit synchronizer
[ 14, ch. 91. For conventional DPSK the standard deviation of
the bit timing error is given by [ 14, eq. (9-79) with eq. (9-74),
(9-75)1

--

CONVENTIONAL DPSK

10-6

\

\

'J

SYMMETRICAL DPSK

WLTb = I 1 4

Fig. 6 . The bit errorrate with frequencyoffsetand bit,timing generated with an absolute value bit synchronizer. The error rate for
symmetrical DPSKis significantly less than conventional DPSK for
small frequency offsets.

where WL is the bit synchronizer filter bandwidth and erf(*)
is the error function [ 2 I ] . For symmetrical DPSK, the standard deviation is given by [ 191

The signal is modified in the repeater as shown in Figs.

8-

13. Fig. 8 shows the power spectral density of a conventional

DPSKsignalwitha2.5Mbit/sdatarate.
Itcan easilybe
shown that the spectra are identical for conventional and symmetrical DPSK signals.Thus,thespectraforthebandpass
filtered signals, as shown in Fig. 9, are also the same. However,
in the time domain the two signals are different, as shown in
Figs. 10 and 1 1.
The error is less for symmetrical DPSKbecausephaseshifts
Because the phase transitions with symmetrical
DPSK are
occur at every bit in the signal. In both cases the mean value
only90°,thissignalwhenfilteredhas-amoreconstantenof the timing error is zero.
velope.Thus,symmetricalDPSKisnotasdistortedbyhard
Fig. 6 shows the effects of frequency offset when bit timing limiting, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The conventional DPSK
is generated with an absolute value bit synchronizer. In Fig. 6 spectrumsidelobesareregenerated,whereasthesymmetrical
the bit error is plotted versus E b / N o for several values of freDPSK spectrum isonlyslightlymodified.Asaresult,when
quency offset. Again the use of symmetrical DPSK is seen to
the hard-limited signal is filtered again, the symmetrical DPSK
reduce the bit error rate as compared to conventional DPSK.
signal is less distorted.
E b / N o equal to
For example, with no frequency offset and
Because the distortion
is less with symmetrical DPSK, the
16,thebiterrorratewithsymmetrical
DPSKis
one-fifth error rate is lower at the detector. This is illustrated in Fig.
that of conventional DPSK. Although the difference between
14. Here, the bit error rate is plotted versus Eb/N,, for several
the error rates with the two
signals decreases with increasing valuesofrepeaterfilterbandwidthtodatarateratios.The
frequency offset, symmetrical DPSK is better even for large errorratewascalculatedbydeterminingthesignalvectors
frequency offsets.
attherepeateroutputfor
allpossiblesymbolsequences
and using these values in (14). That is, the signal vectors were
V. REPEATEREFFECTS
determined by integrating over each bit interval the time dooutput
of
the
filter-hard
limiter
simulator
(typical
This section considers the effect of a bandpass hard-limiting main
simulatoroutputsareshowninFigs.10and
11). Foreach
repeater on differential detection. The signal spectrum in the
possible pair of signal vectors, the bit error rate with additive
repeater is firstconsidered,andthenthebiterrorrateof
whiteGaussiannoisewasdeterminedusing(14).Thebit
the detector is studied.
Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of the system to be studied. errorratevalueswerethenaveragedtogeneratetheresults
The transmitted signal (without noise)is filtered, hard limited, shown in Fig. 14. See [ 191 for further details.
Although the average error rate is only slightly lower with
filteredagain,andretransmittedbythesatelliterepeater.
symmetrical DPSK, the error rate is the same for all bits. This
Atthereceiverthereceivedsignal
is corruptedbywhite
is not true for conventional DPSK,as illustrated in Fig. 15.
Gaussiannoise.2Inthefollowingdiscussionthebandpass
filters considered are five pole Chebyshev filters with a maxVI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
imum passband ripple of 0.05 dB.
2 We

noise.

assume the major noise contribution is due to the downlink

Inthispaperwehavestudieddifferentialdetection
binaryDPSKsignalswithseveralimpairments.Thecombinedeffectoffrequencyoffsetandtimingerroratthe

of
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Fig. 7. Blockdiagramof the communicationsystem with a repeater.
The signal is distorted by thebandpass filters and hard limiter.
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4

k 2 . 5 MHz/SIDELOBE

Fig. 8. The experimental DPSKsignalpower
density spectrum (2.5
MHz data rate and pseudorandom inpr2t data). The spectrum is the
same for both conventional and symmetrical DPSK.

Fig. 11. Theoretical band-limited baseband symmetrical DPSKsignal (periodic “0” - “1” input data bits and the same filter as used
for Fig. 10). The signal exhibits a much smoother envelope than
filtered conventional DPSK. Thus, the signal will be less,distorted
by a hard limiter.

4

k

2.5 MHz/SIDELOBE

Fig. 12.
Fig. 9. The experimental band-limited DPSK signalpower density
spectrum(five-section,
10 MHz bandwidth Chebyshev fiter with
0.05 dB peak-to-peak passbandripple).Again
the spectrumis the
same for symmetrical and conventional DPSK. However, in the time
domain the two signals are completely different, as shown in Figs.
10 and 11.
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The experimental band-limited conventional DPSK
signal

power density spectrum after hard limiting. The sidelobes have been
regenerated and the spectrum is almost identical to that before fil-

tering.

\
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Fig. 10. Theoretical band-limited baseband conventional DPSK si&
rial (all ‘‘I” data bits and five-section Chebyshev filter with a bandwidth of four times the data rate and 0.05 dB peak-to-peak Passband ripple). There is a wide variation in signal envelope.

2 . 5 MHz/SIDELOEE

Fig. 13. The experimental band-limited symmetricd DPSK signal
power density spectrum after hard limiting. Since the sidelobes of
the spectrum are lower than with conventional DPSK,‘thesymmetrical DPSK signal will be less distorted by a bandpass filter.
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2 ) Less spectrumspreadingwhentheband-limited
signal
is hardlimited in arepeater.Thisresultsinalowererror
rate at the receiver.
3) Equal error rates for all data bits. This is in contrast to
conventional DPSK for which the error rate for a
‘:l” can be
“0” whenintersymbol
several timeshigherthanthatfora
interference is present.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONOF THE BIT ERRORPROBABILITYEQUATION
BANDWIDTH TODATA
RATERATIO

--

SYMMETRICAL DPSK

.”
4

.

Fordifferentialdetection
of DPSK withadditivewhite
Gaussian noise, the bit error probability is given by (from
[ 8,
eq. ( 2 2 ) ] as derived from [ 1 3 , p . 3 2 2 1 ) 3

IO

8

6

12

i4

16

I8

E b / N d (NUMERIC1

where

Fig. 14. Effect of repeaterbandwidthonthe
average bit error rate.
Symmetrical DPSK has a slightly lower error rate than conventional
DPSK.
_ I

10

I

I

I

I

I

REPEATER FILTER
BANDWIDTHTO
DATA
RATE RATIO = 4

10-2

e(*]

is Marcum’s Q function [ 161, and N o is the single-sided
noise power spectral density. Thus,( A l ) can be written as

40-2
4

+

4-

m ’L)]
m

L 1 L2

COS A?,

4

a
a

g
U

AVERAGE;
CONVENTIONAL

w

t
m

DPSK

where

IO-^

10-6

ALLCASES,SYMMETRICAL

DPSK

Let
IO-’

6

8

10

14

12

Eb/N, (NUMERIC)

Fig. 15. Bit errorratesfor individualbits with a repeater.Although
the average bit error rate is only slightly higher with conventional
DPSK, there can be a large difference in the error rates for a “0”
and a “1”. With Symmetrical DPSK, however, the error rate is the
same for both bits.
receiverwasstudied,aswastheeffectofahard-limiting,
band-limited repeater.
Conventional DPSK with 0 and 180’ ‘phase shiftswas
compared to symmetrical DPSK with +90 phaseshifts. It
was shown that symmetrical DPSK can he easily implemented
and has the following advantages over conventionalDPSK.
1) Loweraveragebiterrorratefordifferentialdetection
with timing error and frequency offset.

and

Y=NO
Then,

,

3

For notational convenience,we have set m = 2.
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1

( f i1-

+Q

+ a(t + e)) sin wot d t .

Now, it can be shown that

*=

(B5)

B y dropping high frequency terms, (BS) can be written as
(AI 1)

fi

Sxm-

6

--

( m- 1 ) T b
COS (

L

1

+

( ~ 0Au)~

lm-2)Tb

Tb

+ Awt + a(t + e)) d t

where

p =d
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(A12)

W .

or, with the values of&(t),

-

Therefore, from [ 17, eq. (6-7)]

Sxm -1 -

-J

P, =-!2

%[

(m-1)Tb

+

cos ((ao A W ) E + A u t

[m- 2 ) T b

7 J 2 * e ( 5 Y ) ]

01

where, from [ 18, eq. ( A 3 ~ 5 ) l

(B 7 )
It is usefui to note that
COS ( c t )

2 sin ( c ( b / 2 ) ) cos (c(u
df = -

Furthermore, because we are only interested in relative phase,
without loss of generality let

n e-("+pcosB)

(a+pcose)

(B8)

C

Thus, from (A14) and (A15)

P, =2n

+ b/2))

de.

(Wo

Aw)E

+ A o ( m - 2)Tb = 0.

039)

Therefore, from (B8) and(B9), ( B 7 ) can be written as
APPENDIXB

DERIVATION
OF

THE SIGNAL VECTOR

EQUATION

T h e m - 1 bitsignalvectorwithoutnoise
[from (5)]

-

isgivenby
e

sin A w d 2

F

-

Sm-1 = S x m - l z x

+Syn,-luy

where

=

x

s(r)

'Xm - I
rrn-lITb

(m-2)Tb

(B1)

Awe/2
sin u0td t

2

(B 10)

(B2)
B y following the above procedure for

and

sym-1 ,

it can easily

be shown that

With bit timing error E and frequency offset
signal is given by [from (1 )I

S ( t ) = fisin ( ( w o

--6m-$].
n

sin A o e / 2

Ao,the received

+ A w ) ( t + e) + a(t + e))

(B4)

where P, is the received signal power( P F = Eb/Tb).
Letusfirstconsider
S x m - with E > 0. From (B2) and

-

e sin A w e / 2
E
- sin ( A w e / 2 + am- i ) + Tb

ALE/~

sin A o e / 2

Awe12

Tb

n
AWE/^+^^-, --6,-1
2

(Bll)
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TABLE I
BIT ERROR RATES FOR CONVENTIONALDPSK WITH
POSITIVE TIMING
ERROR(0 < E < T/2)*

L

‘

I

I

I

I

* For E

2 T/2, intersymbol interference causes bit errors to occur
even without noise, andtherefore the caseis not considered in this

Appendix.

** C ( E )can be determined from (14). However,itis sufficient to
note that interchanging the values of L,-1 and L , does not change
the bit error rate.
Byrepeating
the aboveprocessfor
E < 0 andcombining
the results into one equation, we obtain (21).

APPENDIXC
UNEQUAL BIT ERROR RATES FOR “0” AND “1” DATA
BITS FOR CONVENTIONAL DPSK WITH

INTERSYMBOL
INTERFERENCE
Considerintersymbolinterferencecausedbytimingerror
at the detector. For positive timing error, detectionof the mth
data bit is affected by the ( m - 1)th data bit. Thus, there are
four different bit combinations to consider as shown in Table
I. For each pair of bits the signal vector magnitudes can
be
determineddirectlyforthedetector
of Fig. 2 [or a t least
from (21) and ( l o ) ] . Thus, from Table I, with equiprobable
“0’s” and “1’s” the average (probability of error with a “0”
data bit is given by

and the ‘average probability of errorwith
given b y

P, =

2

(1 e x p
2

Thus, for0 < E

(-

E,(1

-

N,

)

2€)2

a “1” data bit

is

+

< T/2,

P, >Po.

(C3)

Similar results can be obtained for negative timing error.
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